To combine a functional or equational programming style with logic programming, one can use an underlying logic of Horn clauses with equality as an interpreted predicate symbol and typed terms. From this point of view, the most satisfying operational semantics would search for solutions to equations or predicates. Narrowing" and many of its variants are complete mechanisms for generating solutions. Such a melded language is more expressive than either paradigm alone: functional dependencies are explicit; multi-valued" functions can be better expressed as predicates; nested functions can be evaluated without recourse to search backtracking; nonconstructor terms can serve as arguments to predicates; functions can be inverted; nonterminating functions can be programmed in a terminating fashion; goals can be simpli ed in a don't care" manner; functional" negation can prune searches. Moreover, the availability o f b a c ktracking and existential logic" variables provides an alternative to in nite data structures streams".
Introduction
Functional programming and logic programming are two relatively new styles of programming, each with its own set of advantages. Today, t h e y a r e b o t h well-established paradigms, each with its own set of devotees.
Since the mid-eighties, a fair amount of e ort has been invested in combining the best of both worlds. Though many good ideas have been forthcoming, acceptance of this work has been hampered by slow implementations, on top of the natural tendency to make do with what one already has available.
In what follows, we reiterate the beauty of using equational Horn clauses for programs and show h o w conditional equations and goal-solving obviate the need for lazy evaluation. primes should yield the rst three primes.
Functional and Equational Programming
In functional programming languages, one expresses programs as function de nitions and computes by supplying an expression to be evaluated. Function applications are expanded" according to the de nitions until all de ned function symbols are eliminated and a constructor" term is obtained. In pure Lisp, a conditional construct is used for de ning functions. A program for interleaving two lists could be written as follows:
interx; y ! if x = nil then y else carx : intery;cdrx In ML, and most modern functional languages, patterns are used to delineate the various cases in a de nition; thus one can write instead something like:
internil; y ! y interz : x; y ! z : intery;x Miranda 39 a l l o ws repeated variables in patterns to indicate that a clause of the de nition applies only when two arguments are identical. Functional languages are typically higher-order and allow for functions to be passed as arguments to other functions, but patterns cannot be used to distinguish one functional argument from another. Most functional languages impose a type discipline. Much recent w ork has gone into the e cient implementation of functional languages.
The operational semantics of such a language are logically complete" if whenever the de nitions imply that a given variable-free ground" term s is equal to a constructor term t, the output t will be returned when s is given as input. The mutual exclusiveness of the di erent cases in function de nitions guarantees that s is equal to at most one constructor term t. I t i s w ell known that a lazy" outermost fair", call by n a m e " e v aluation strategy|as employed in Sasl 38 or Miranda 39 |is required for completeness, and that an eager" innermost, call by v alue" strategy|as in Lisp or ML|can lead to an in nite computation, without ever nding t. T h us, an interpreter programmed in a lazy language will terminate whenever the computation it is mimicking terminates. Computation with in nite structures streams" is often touted as another advantage of lazy evaluation 11, 20 : only that part of the structure that is needed for a particular computation need be evaluated.
Equational programming rewriting" extends the notion of functional programming by allowing one to use a set of directed equations rather than just function de nitions. Rewrite rules are used to replace equalsby-equals" in a speci ed direction. Rules are repeatedly applied to any t e r m containing a subterm that matches a left-hand side; when a rule matches, the matched subterm is replaced by the corresponding instance of the righthand side. Functions need not be total. The output one seeks is the normal forms unrewritable expressions of i.e. equal to given input terms, but normal forms need not be constructor terms.
The di erence between functional and equational programming can be seen in a program for conjunctive normal form. In the equational approach, one merely writes equations for eliminating double negations, for DeMorgan's Laws and for distributivity o f o r " o ver and", and uses them to rewrite expressions into normal form. In this case, the symbols for not," and," and or" are not de ned functions, and the rules like :x^y ! :x _ :y have nested occurrences of them on the left. In the functional approach, one would consider those connectives to be constructors, and de ne a function cnf with cases like cnf :x^y ! cnf :x _ : y, as well as cnf x^y ! cnf x^cnf y a n d cnf x _ y ! distcnf x; cnf y, where dist is an auxiliary function that multiplies out" its two arguments.
Though equations are an important means for specifying properties of functions operating on data, conditional equations that is, equational Horn clauses provide an even more versatile programming paradigm. A conditional rule is an equational implication in which the equation in the conclusion is oriented and conditions are either atoms or equations. A rule l ! r :, c 1 ; : : : ; c n is applied to a term t l c o n taining an instance l of the left-hand side l of the rule if c i can be rewritten to true if the condition is an equation, then both sides must rewrite to the identical term, for each condition c i , in which case t l is replaced by t r . If there are no conditions c i , the rule is unconditional." We call sets of such rules standard conditional rewrite systems. Conditional rewriting is well-behaved if recursively evaluating conditions always terminates. An input term is repeatedly rewritten according to the rules; when and if no rule applies, the resultant normal form, is considered the value" of the initial term. The following along with unconditional rules for subtraction and inequality constitutes a nondeterministic program for greatest common divisor: gcd0; x ! x gcdx; sy ! gcdx , sy; s y :, x y gcdsx; y ! gcdy , sx; s x :, y x For completeness, one needs to nd the normal forms whenever they exist. Con uence of a rewrite system is a property that ensures that no term has more than one normal form. Fo r a s u r v ey of the theory of conditional and unconditional rewriting, see 26 . There are two approaches to completeness of equational programming, both of which demand con uence for ground terms. In analogy with functional programming, one can insist that left-hand side patterns do not overlap and that no variable appears more than once in a pattern. Orthogonal systems a have n o v ariables that do not also appear on the left-hand side, b are left-linear," and c no left-hand side uni es with a renamed nonvariable subterm of a left-hand side other than with itself. The gcdprogram is not orthogonal. Unconditional orthogonal systems are con uent, even for nonterminating sets of rules, and an outermost rewriting strategy is guaranteed to reach a normal form if such exists, for which reason, orthogonal systems are popular in equation-based programming languages 33 . For efciency reasons, one may w ant to impose additional restrictions on the form of left-hand side patterns 32 . A conditional rewrite system is normal if one side of each condition in each rule is a ground normal form like true. Orthogonal normal systems are also con uent see 26, Theorem 3.0.10 .
The alternative approach requires that all computation strategies terminate in a normal form. A conditional system is decreasing if there exists a well-founded extension of the rewrite relation for which terms are greater than subterms and every instance of a left-hand side is greater than the corresponding instance of each condition. Decreasing systems exactly capture the niteness of recursive e v aluation of terms. Uniqueness is ensured if the system passes a critical pair" test 26, De nition 3.0.14 , which states that con uence of nite terminating systems can be e ectively tested by checking that both sides of each of a nite set of equations have the same normal form, but this is not a necessary condition for ground con uence 26, Theorem 3.0.15 .
Without the decreasing condition, the critical pair test is insu cient, though it does apply when no left-hand side uni es with a proper subterm of any left-hand side 26, Theorem 3.0.15 . Note that interpreting Horn clauses as conditional rewrite rules rewriting predicates to true gives a system satisfying this constraint, because predicate symbols are never nested in the head" of a clause. Furthermore, all critical pairs pass the test, since all right-hand sides are the same. This also applies to pattern-directed functional languages in which de ned functions are not nested on left-hand sides.
Whereas the rst approach su ers from strong syntactic restriction of orthogonality; the second has the disadvantage of requiring termination, leaving interpreters, streams, and other nonterminating programs behind. For other methods of establishing conditional con uence, see 15, 2 6 .
Functional-Logic Programming
Various proposals have been set forth for combining features of functional programming and logic relational programming; surveys include 1, 1 5 , 3 5 . Functional notation and an evaluation mechanism are borrowed from functional programming; assignment b y uni cation and goal-solving are borrowed from logic programming. One can, for instance, begin with a functional language like Lisp and add backtracking and uni cation. In fact, some early languages for Arti cial Intelligence, like Planner 18 and Qlisp 40 , had these facilities and more. One can, alternatively, add set constructs to functional languages 22, 2 7 , 3 3 , and others . Or one can go in the opposite direction, starting with Prolog and adding function de nitions. Such languages normalize terms before attempting uni cation, but do not use the de nitions to instantiate free variables during goal reduction.
Adding equality to a Horn-clause logic language is trivial, since the axioms of equality re exivity, symmetry, transitivity, and functional re exivity are Horn. Depth-rst search w ould be useless in this case, but any complete Horn strategy would do. This is in the spirit of Green's 13 o r i ginal work on extracting answers from resolution proofs. Unfortunately, the axioms for equality lead to hopelessly ine cient computations. To c o m bine a functional or equational programming style with logic programming, one can use an underlying logic of Horn clauses with equality a s a n i n terpreted predicate symbol and typed terms. From this point of view, the most satisfying operational semantics would search for solutions to equations or predicates. Paramodulation unifying one side of an equation with a nonvariable subterm of a clause and replacing with the other side is a complete method of handling equality in resolution-based theorem provers, but without a sense of direction to the equations, such an approach does not capture the notion of evaluation present in functional languages. Several language proposals in the early eighties provided interfaces between resolution-based goal reduction and function evaluation, but were inherently incomplete; others were complete but were more like theorem-provers than programming languages.
A logical" programming language ought t o h a ve a simple declarative semantics, and a sound and complete operational semantics. That is, each statement should have a local declarative meaning and each procedural step should follow logically from their collective meaning. Therefore, languages that combine features of functional and logic programming in a uni ed way, and for which a n y logically satis able goal is solvable, are more appealing, than combinations of the disparate operational mechanisms.
One can use the in-then-else" construct of functional languages to capture the implications of Horn clauses and use goal solving for logic variables." alternatively, conditional systems provide a natural bridge between functional programming, based on equational semantics, and logicprogramming, based on Horn clauses. See 35 .
Narrowing 36, 37 is a linear" restriction of paramodulation akin to the SLD-strategy in Horn-clause logic 2 . Whereas paramodulation uses both sides of an equation in the same way, n a r r o wing is more directed| unifying with left-hand sides only|thereby taking the direction of rewriting into account. In the conditional case, a rule l ! r :, c may be applied to a goal t s i f a nonvariable subterm s uni es with the left-hand side l via most general uni er . V ariables in l and t are standardized apart. The resultant subgoals are t r ; c . Solving the condition c may result in additional variable bindings.
Narrowing can be simulated in Prolog by decomposing terms, as rst done in 3 . A logic-programming language with narrowing-like operational semantics was rst suggested in 4 , but only unconditional rules were used conditionals were encoded as equivalences; equational Horn clauses were rst used in Eqlog 12 , Rite 8, 2 3 , and Slog 10 , and have more recently been implemented in Babel 31 . For additional references and comparisons with other suggestions, see the discussion in 8 .
To force conditions to be evaluated or solved before the branches of a conditional construct, some authors impose a leftmost strategy e.g. 34 ; for conditional systems, one can let narrowing go through only after establishing that the conditions hold e.g. 8, 1 0 , 1 2 .
Narrowing and many of its variants are complete mechanisms for generating solutions, in that a solution at least as general as any that satis es the query can always be found solutions that are provably equal are considered to be the same. More speci cally, with ground con uence, any irreducible solution to a goal can be found by narrowing 21, 2 5 . An irreducible" solution assigns normal forms to each v ariable. Limiting one to irreducible solutions is justi able in a functional setting, since the values" one is looking for are always constructor terms. The orthogonal approach to equational programming leads to a lazy, outermost narrowing strategy 34 , as in the Babel language 31 , which is complete in that case.
Alternative n a r r o wing derivations must be explored if completeness is to be assured, since deterministically choosing one possible narrowing over others will not guarantee that solutions will be found. Restrictions and variations of narrowing that do preserve completeness are summarized in 15 . For example, the idea encompassed by the restriction of narrowing to so-called basic" positions is that when one is looking for irreducible solutions, one can ignore paths that narrow within what wa s a v ariable of the original goal. There are more general semantic uni cation methods as well as re nements of narrowing see 15 . Top-down methods e.g. 9, 1 9 are particularly appealing. We t a k e the liberty henceforth of referring to all equation-solving methods that make use of con uence by the generic term narrowing." Additional super uous narrowing paths can be avoided by making a distinction between constructor symbols and de ned ones assuming that terms built entirely from constructors are irreducible 10, for example . Two terms headed by di erent constructors can never be equal; when headed by the same constructor, they are equal if, and only if, their respective arguments are equal. See 15 for more details and references to more re ned methods of detecting unsatis able goals.
Equational-Logic Programming
It would make sense to allow all equational Horn clauses that have computational meaning in a program. We should not design a language restricting expressibility of what seems natural just to limit the amount o f b a c ktracking that might be necessary full narrowing as opposed to outermost. Indeed, we see a danger in announcing the narrowing strategy to the programmer, who might be tempted to stray from the strictures of logic, under some assumption of the operational behavior.
With ground con uent and terminating rules, there is no need for an lazy evaluation strategy to ensure that a value for a term will be reached. Just as an innermost evaluation is appropriate, a narrowing derivation that mimics it su ces 9 . This narrowing derivation, however, might itself not be innermost. Slog 10 always chooses the leftmost-innermost narrowing path, and, hence, is complete only in certain situations.
The terminating approach to equational programming suggests a normalizing" narrowing strategy 7, 8 , 1 6 , 19 . This has the advantage of completeness without strong syntactic restrictions, but termination and ground con uence are undecidable properties; thus, completeness is dependent o n the programmer's writing a correct" program. One need not be afraid to predicate completeness on undecidable properties of programs. Ground conuence is a consistency requirement, meaning that di erent w ays of evaluating the same ground term cannot result in distinct values. The correctness of a program is undecidable in any case, so it is the programmer who shoulders the responsibility. S a ying that a program may not output an answer if it is nonterminating or noncon uent is no di erent f r o m s a ying to a programmer using an ordinary language that a nonterminating program may produce no output.
Simpli cation, that is rewriting via terminating rules, is a very powerful feature, particularly when de ned function symbols are allowed to be arbitrarily nested in left-hand sides. We suggest user-de ned, unbacktrackable, eager don't care" simpli cation prior to each backtrackable lazy don't know" narrowing step. Eager simpli cation without backtracking has the potential of eliminating many otherwise nondeterministic choice points by eliminating narrowable variables from goals and leading to dramatically improved performance of functional-logic programs 8, 1 0 ; see 15 . It is, of course, important not to incur heavy costs in searching for applicable rewrites. It is possible to minimize the overhead involved in various ways, including taking advantage of the fact that rewrites have only local impact and rewrites that fail only because of a mismatch with a free variable signify a potential narrowing 23 . Assuming ground con uence and termination, any strategy can be used for simpli cation. Narrowing, always preceded by simpli cation, is complete for ground con uent terminating systems without extra" variables appearing in the condition or right-hand side of a rule, but not on the left-hand side. Exactly how m uch simpli cation is performed before each n a r r o wing step is a matter of taste, since completeness is not a ected by this decision. Narrowing only fully simpli ed goals has been advocated by 4, 8, 10, 1 6 , 19 and others.
With a combined language, the need for some added features" is ameliorated. For example, multi-valued functions can be better modeled by predicates than with nondeterministic rewriting, as in 24 . Goal-solving can then nd the di erent v alues satisfying the relation. Functional dependency is in the syntax. Negation can be handled by incorporating negative information in the form of rewrite rules, which are then used to simplify subgoals to false 8, 10, 15 . This approach allows some unsatis able goals to be pruned.
The form taken by answers is another issue. Suppose we are given rules for converting a propositional formula e into conjunctive normal form. As a goal, we cannot just write e = ? z, since e itself is a solution for z, but is not in the desired form. We could program an explicit predicate, say nf z, that checked if z is in the desired form, and add it to the goal, or we could impart a weak" meaning to the equals sign in the goal, namely that they are equal constructor terms 8, 1 5 . Rules for this constructor equality c a n be generated automatically. A similar approach is to use directed" goals of the form e ! ? z, similar to the equations in normal" conditions, meaning that we are looking for a z that is the normal form of e 9 .
Stream Programming
The desirability of incorporating in nite structures in a functional-logic language has been widely asserted 2, 30 . Unfortunately, w e are presented with a tradeo between the bene ts of lazy evaluation of orthogonal, nonterminating rules and those of eager simpli cation with terminating, nonorthogonal rules.
Starting from the lazy approach, one can allow some additional simplication rules. These rules must be terminating so that they may be applied eagerly without worry, and should be true in the initial model of the de ning equations so that they preserve uniqueness of normal forms. These requirements are, however, insu cient to guarantee completeness. For example, one cannot just add the terminating and true rule 0 ! a to the orthogonal program a ! 0, since 0 is no longer a normal form. Similarly, lazy narrowing with a ! b; b ! 0 c o m bined with eager rewriting using b ! a will not compute the normal form 0 of a. One could add a shortcut rule" like intery;nil ! y to the interleave program, since for all ground terms y, the program rewrites intery;nil in many steps to y. Situations in which simpli cation by terminating rules can be combined with lazy narrowing with nonterminating rules are described in 14 .
Starting from a terminating system, one can employ a lazy trick t o s i mulate streams 8, Section 4.5 cf. tricks for forcing strict evaluation, but the semantics of tricks may not be all that clear.
T h e r e i s a r e l a t i v ely unexplored alternative: The justi cation for in nite data structures in a functional setting is that there is no a priori way o f knowing how m uch of the structure one will need in any given computation. But in a logic setting|with existentially quanti ed goals|one need not know in advance how far to go. Instead, one can de ne a function that computes a fraction of the structure, up to some bound supplied as an argument. Instead of a lazy fromn ! n : fromsn, one uses the terminating from sk n ! n : from k sn. To use the structure, one simply solves for a su ciently large bound. The same idea can be used for interpreters.
Note that the e ect of narrowing with the indexed rule is the same as lazy rewriting with the original. The extra parameter stays always just a variable. Furthermore, narrowing creates no extra choice points, since there is only one rule for the stream.
When streams are used on the right-hand side of other rules, as in gx; y ! nthx; fromy, extra variables become necessary. These can be eliminated using the method of 17 , for example, giving g sk x; y ! nthx; from k y. Incorporating bounds can be bene cial when one can use them to cut down on computations that will not in the end contribute as with the Sieve of Eratosthenes, but in general bounds seem like an unnecessary hassle. A third option is to isolate cases in which streams can be combined with terminating systems and for which eager simpli cation plus lazy narrowing of the stream rules works. It can't always work: fair outermost narrowing might not solve ga; ca = ? 0, given the rule gx; x ! 0 and stream a ! ca.
So, under what conditions can one combine arbitrary unbacktrackable simpli cation with lazy narrowing, without explicitly programming the bound? We describe the case of a terminating unconditional rewrite system R and a stream-like rule S. Suppose R is ground con uent and contains no occurrences of the symbol f. L e t S contain one con uent rule of the form fx 1 : : : x n ! e, where e contains all of the arguments x i . Stream de nitions, like ones ! 1 : ones or fromn ! n : fromsn, take that form.
We claim that any normalization strategy that is outermost-fair towards R S is complete when R is left-linear. Were R orthogonal, this would come as no surprise. Normalized narrowing will not loop for stream-like examples, since simpli cation will rewrite a term to the selected element o f the stream as soon as that becomes possible.
Suppose s has normal form t. L e t S 0 be S with an extra argument added to each occurrence of f. T h e f on the left becomes f sn and those on the right become f n where n is a new variable. We rst show that R S 0 is terminating. Lett denote the S 0 -normal form of a term t. Since S 0 is terminating and con uent, the normal form always exists and is unique. Suppose the transformed combination is not terminating and there is an in nite sequence t 1 ! t 2 ! t 3 ! of rewrite steps. Consider the termŝ t 1 ;t 2 ; : : : ; t i ;t i+1 ; : : : . I f t i rewrites via S 0 to t i+1 , then by con uence of S 0 we h a vet i =t i+1 . Since there are no f's in R, i t c a n b e s h o wn that if R rewrites t i to t i+1 , thent i goes tot i+1 in zero or more R steps. Since S 0 does not destroy a n y argument x i of f, w e m ust actually have at least one R step. Thus, were the combined system not terminating, there would exist an in nite sequence with R alone.
Since the combined system is terminating, by K n uth's Critical Pair Lemma 26, Lemma 1.4.11 , it is also con uent. Thus any d e r i v ation from s leads to the same normal form, call it t 0 . Since S applies to any subterm headed by a n f, the term t, which i s i n S normal form, cannot contain any f's. There must exist a number N such that if we replace each subterm 
Other Aspects
Space limitations prevent us from doing more than listing other desiderata for a equational-logic language of the future.
If conditional rules are to generalize Horn-clause programming, extra variables should be permitted in conditions. The declarative meaning of such a statement is that the consequent holds for any v alue of the extra variable that satis es the conditions in which it appears. A program can sometimes be transformed to circumvent this problem 17 b y i n troducing the extra variable into the head." Alternatively, we can revise the de nition of decreasing rewriting in the extra-variable case, and say to insist that solution to the new variables be in normal form. Additional useful completeness results are needed 28 i s o n e such. Computing by f o r w ard reasoning from the program 4, 8 is a possibility that is particularly attractive in a database setting. Better yet, the recent w o r k o f 2 8 allows for both bottom-up and top-down computing.
The language must be typed. An example of a language that also incorporates higher-order functions is -Prolog 29 . Whether one wants to solve for functional variables needs to be resolved. The language should have m e c hanisms for information hiding and inheritance; an order-sorted" logic underlies Eqlog 12 , for example. Other than for in nite data structures and coding interpreters, it is hard to imagine good uses of nonterminating systems. An exception may be fairly" terminating systems like a gcd program with a rule gcdx; y ! gcdy;x. Complete methods are wanting.
Ventures into the realm of non-Horn reasoning are always tempting. Besides negation, limited disjunction may be possible 8, 27 . Constraint programming is an important d e v elopment a n d m a y b e a more comfortable setting in which to incorporate reasoning with directed equalities. In an equational language, it may not be clear how individual equations should be oriented. Existing methods for establishing termination and con uence are geared to the signi cantly simpler case of unconditional rules. An alternative w ould be to use forms of ordered Horn-clause resolution like 5 , 28 . They could allow for a measure of direction in the form of an ordering the control" part supplied to the prover by the programmer along with unoriented equational Horn clauses the logic" part. Rather than provide an explicit ordering, a futuristic alternative m a y be tohave the user supply a de nition of the shape" of the desired normal forms, and let the system choose an ordering that shows progress towards the desired forms with each step of rewriting. For example, given various propositional identities and a de nition of conjunctive normal form, the system should push negations down to the literal level and disjunctions down to clauses.
